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a b s t r a c t

This paper deals with one of six distinct types of Bricard 6R linkages, the line-symmetric
octahedral case. By analysing the closure equations of the linkage, we have found that with
the six zero-length links of the same twist and the six revolute joints of the same offset, a
special line-symmetric octahedral Bricard linkage can be formed. Moreover, one or two
structural closures always exist with the identical set of links and joints. This characteristic
could be used for the reconfigurable structure design.

� 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Among six-bar overconstrained mechanisms with revolute joints, the most remarkable are ‘Bricard linkages’. Bricard first
described three different types of mobile octahedra in 1897 [1], namely the line-symmetric, plane-symmetric and double
collapsible cases. And 30 years later, he found three additional types of mobile linkages, namely the line-symmetric, the
plane-symmetric and the trihedral linkages [2]. A thorough analysis of all six Bricard linkages was done by Baker [3],
who delineated them by appropriate sets of independent closure equations. Bennett [4] studied the geometry of the three
types of deformable octahedra, and presented the kinematic properties of these mechanisms. Interestingly Baker [5] found
that a special line-symmetric Bricard’s octahedral case with all six twists equal to arccos(�1/3) is equivalent of flexible form
of the carbon skeleton of the cyclohexane molecule, known as boat form, and the linkage’s stationary configurations are pre-
cisely equivalent to the minimum energy conformations of the flexing cyclohexane molecule. Meanwhile, the cyclohexane
molecule also has a stable state, known as chair form, which indicates the existing of a rigid closure of the corresponding
Bricard’s octahedral case. Baker [6] also mentioned another such example that line-symmetric Bricard’s octahedral case with
all six twists equal to p/2 has a structural form without line of symmetry. These two examples evoke the question, for the
line-symmetric octahedral case of Bricard linkage, is there always a structural closure corresponding to the mobile octahe-
dral when the six zero-length links have the same twist and six joints have the same offset? This paper is devoted to the
solution.

The layout of the paper is as follows. Section 2 gives a brief introduction of six distinct types of Bricard linkages and de-
fines the geometric parameter of the special line-symmetric octahedral case that we study in this paper. In Section 3, we
analyse the loop closure equation of the linkage to generate the kinematic paths of the mobile octahedron and its corre-
sponding structural closure. The conclusions and discussion in Section 4 end the paper.
. All rights reserved.
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Fig. 1. Coordinate systems, parameters and variables for two adjacent links connected by revolute joints.
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2. The Bricard linkages

For the links connected by revolute joint, coordinate system can be set up as shown in Fig. 1. Let us define the length of a
link, ai(i + 1), as the distance between the axes of two neighbouring revolute joints; the twist, ai(i + 1), as the skewed angle be-
tween the axes of two revolute joints at the ends of a link; the offset, Ri, as the distance between two links connected by the
same revolute joint; the revolute variable, hi, as the angle between two axes of links connected by the same revolute joint.

The six distinct types of Bricard linkages can be summarised as follows [3,7]:

(a) The general line-symmetric case
a12 ¼ a45; a23 ¼ a56; a34 ¼ a61

a12 ¼ a45; a23 ¼ a56; a34 ¼ a61;

R1 ¼ R4; R2 ¼ R5; R3 ¼ R6:

ð1Þ
(b) The general plane-symmetric case
a12 ¼ a61; a23 ¼ a56; a34 ¼ a45

a12 þ a61 ¼ p; a23 þ a56 ¼ p; a34 þ a45 ¼ p;
R1 ¼ R4 ¼ 0; R2 ¼ R6; R3 ¼ R5:

ð2Þ
(c) The trihedral case
a2
12 þ a2

34þ; a2
56 ¼ a2

23þ; a2
45 þ a2

61;

a12 ¼ a34; a56 ¼
p
2
; a23 ¼ a45 ¼ a61 ¼

3p
2

Ri ¼ 0 ði ¼ 1;2; . . . ;6Þ:

ð3Þ
(d) The line-symmetric octahedral case
a12 ¼ a23 ¼ a34 ¼ a45 ¼ a56 ¼ a61 ¼ 0;
R1 þ R4 ¼ R2 þ R5 ¼ R3 þ R6 ¼ 0:

ð4Þ
(e) The plane-symmetric octahedral case
a12 ¼ a23 ¼ a34 ¼ a45 ¼ a56 ¼ a61 ¼ 0;

R4 ¼ R1; R2 ¼ R1
sin a34

sinða12 þ a34Þ
; R5 ¼ R1

sin a61

sinða45 þ a61Þ
;

R3 ¼ R1
sin a12

sinða12 þ a34Þ
; R6 ¼ �R1

sina45

sinða45 þ a61Þ

ð5Þ
(f) The doubly collapsible octahedral case
a12 ¼ a23 ¼ a34 ¼ a45 ¼ a56 ¼ a61 ¼ 0;
R1R3R5 þ R2R4R6 ¼ 0:

ð6Þ



Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of line-symmetric octahedral Bricard linkage.
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Here, we draw our attention to a special line-symmetric octahedral Bricard linkage with geometric parameters as follows.
a12 ¼ a23 ¼ a34 ¼ a45 ¼ a56 ¼ a61 ¼ 0;
a12 ¼ a23 ¼ a34 ¼ a45 ¼ a56 ¼ a61 ¼ a;
R1 ¼ R2 ¼ R3 ¼ R4 ¼ R5 ¼ R6 ¼ R:

ð7Þ
Schematic diagram of such linkage is shown in Fig. 2.

3. The loop closure equation

Denavit and Hartenberg [8] set forth a standard approach to the analysis of linkages. For a simple close-loop in a linkage,
the product of all the transform matrices equals the unit matrix. So the loop closure equation becomes
Tn1 � � �T34T23T12 ¼ I; ð8Þ
where
Tiðiþ1Þ ¼

Chi Shi 0 �aiðiþ1Þ

�Caiðiþ1ÞShi Caiðiþ1ÞChi Saiðiþ1Þ �RiSaiðiþ1Þ

Saiðiþ1ÞShi �Saiðiþ1ÞChi Caiðiþ1Þ �RiCaiðiþ1Þ

0 0 0 1

2
6664

3
7775; ð9Þ
where ‘C’ is for ‘cos’ and ‘S’ is for ‘sin’, and when i + 1>n, i + 1 is replaced by 1.
Note that the transfer matrix between the system of link i(i + 1) and the system of link (i � 1)i is the inverse of Ti(i+1). That

is
Tðiþ1Þi ¼ T�1
iðiþ1Þ ¼

Chi �Caiðiþ1ÞShi Saiðiþ1ÞShi aiðiþ1ÞChi

Shi Caiðiþ1ÞChi �Saiðiþ1ÞChi aiðiþ1ÞShi

0 Saiðiþ1Þ Caiðiþ1Þ Ri

0 0 0 1

2
6664

3
7775: ð10Þ
For the special line-symmetric octahedral Bricard linkage with geometric parameters listed in (7), there are six revolute vari-
ables, hi(i = 1, 2, . . . , 6). Following (8)–(10), the loop closure equation can be derived as
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T21T32T43 ¼ T61T56T45: ð11Þ
The left and right sides of (11) are both 4 � 4 matrices in the form
T ¼

t11 t12 t13 t14

t21 t22 t23 t24

t31 t32 t33 t34

t41 t42 t43 t44

2
6664

3
7775
so their 16 elements should be equal correspondingly. The 3 � 3 sub-matrix on the left-up corner is rotation transfer matrix,
while the 3 � 1 sub-matrix on the right-up corner is the translation vector, and the fourth row is always ½0 0 0 1 � due to
(9) and (10). Substituting all geometric parameters in (7) into (11), 12 equations and 4 identities can be obtained. Three of
them are the elements of translation vector,
SaSh1 þ CaSaSh1 þ CaSaSh1Ch2 þ SaCh1Sh2 ¼ �SaSh6 � CaSaSh6 � SaSh5Ch6 � CaSaCh5Sh6; ð12Þ
� SaCh1 � CaSaCh1 � CaSaCh1Ch2 þ SaSh1Sh2 ¼ �Sa� CaSa� CaSaCh6 � C2aSa� C2aSaCh6

� C2aSaCh5Ch6 þ S3aCh5 þ CaSaSh5Sh6; ð13Þ
1þ Caþ C2a� S2aCh2 ¼ �Ca� C2aþ S2aCh6 � C3aþ CaS2aCh6 þ CaS2aCh5 þ CaS2aCh5Ch6 � S2aSh5Sh6; ð14Þ
which are for elements t14, t24, and t34, respectively. And for the element t32, we have
C2aSaþ C2aSaCh3 þ C2aSaCh2Ch3 � S3aCh2 � CaSaSh2Sh3

¼ �C2aSaCh4Ch5Ch6 þ S3aCh4Ch6 þ CaSaSh4Sh5Ch6 � C2aSaCh4 � C2aSaCh4Ch5 þ CaSaSh4Sh5 þ SaSh4Ch5Sh6

þ CaSaCh4Sh5Sh6: ð15Þ
Similarly, when the loop closure equation is written as
T56T45T34 ¼ T16T21T32
the elements of translation vector elements t14, t24, and t34 are
SaSh5 þ CaSaSh5 þ SaSh4Ch5 þ CaSaCh4Sh5 ¼ �SaSh6 � CaSaSh6 � SaCh6Sh1 � CaSaSh6Ch1; ð16Þ
CaSaþ CaSaCh5 þ C2aSaþ C2aSaCh5 þ C2aSaCh4Ch5 � S3aCh4 � CaSaSh4Sh5

¼ �Saþ SaCh6 þ CaSaCh6 þ CaSaCh6Ch1 � SaSh6Sh1; ð17Þ
1þ Caþ C2a� S2aCh1 ¼ �Ca� C2aþ S2aCh5 � C3aþ CaS2aCh5 þ CaS2aCh4 þ CaS2aCh4Ch5 � S2aSh4Sh5: ð18Þ
When the loop closure equation is written as
T45T34T23 ¼ T65T16T21
the elements of translation vector elements t14, t24, and t34 are
SaSh4 þ CaSaSh4 þ SaSh3Ch4 þ CaSaCh3Sh4 ¼ �SaSh5 � CaSaSh5 � SaCh5Sh6 � CaSaSh5Ch6 ð19Þ
CaSaþ CaSaCh4 þ C2aSaþ C2aSaCh4 þ C2aSaCh3Ch4 � S3aCh3 � CaSaSh3Sh4

¼ �Saþ SaCh5 þ CaSaCh5 þ CaSaCh5Ch6 � SaSh5Sh6; ð20Þ
1þ Caþ C2a� S2aCh6 ¼ �Ca� C2aþ S2aCh4 � C3aþ CaS2aCh4 þ CaS2aCh3 þ CaS2aCh3Ch4 � S2aSh3Sh4: ð21Þ
Then ½ð16Þ2þð17Þ2þð18Þ2 �
�2Sa � ð15Þ yields
SaCh1 ¼ SaCh4:
When a – 0 or p,
h1 ¼ �h4: ð22aÞ
Following the similar derivation, we can also obtain that
h2 ¼ �h5; ð22bÞ
and
h3 ¼ �h6: ð22cÞ
In (22), there are eight combinations. Here we only discuss following two cases,
h1 ¼ h4; h2 ¼ h5; and h3 ¼ h6;

h1 ¼ �h4; h2 ¼ �h5; and h3 ¼ �h6;
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as the rest six cases are covered by the solution of Case I for certain special positions.
Case I:
h1 ¼ h4; h2 ¼ h5; and h3 ¼ h6: ð23Þ
Considering the geometric condition of the linkage (7) and (23), the linkage moves with a line of symmetry. Substituting (23)
into loop closure equation (18) gives
1þ 2Caþ 2C2aþ C3a ¼ S2a½ð1þ CaÞðCh1 þ Ch2Þ þ CaCh1Ch2 � Sh1Sh2�: ð24Þ
Similarly, (14) gives
1þ 2Caþ 2C2aþ C3a ¼ S2a½ð1þ CaÞðCh2 þ Ch3Þ þ CaCh2Ch3 � Sh2Sh3�: ð25Þ
The five equations in (23)–(25) in are a set of independent closure equations for the line-symmetric octahedral case of Bri-
card linkage with the geometric condition (7). Therefore the linkage has only one degree of mobility. Its kinematic paths are
shown in Fig. 3 for different twist a.

From Fig. 3, a number of characteristics of the linkage can be found.

1. When � p
3 < a < p

3, there is no kinematic path, i.e., there is no such linkage and six links cannot form a closed loop;
2. when a ¼ � p

3, there is only one point on the kinematic path, hi = 0 (i = 1, 2, . . . , 6), i.e., the linkage forms a planar close-
loop structure, which has infinitesimal mobility;

3. when � 2p
3 < a < � p

3 and p
3 < a < 2p

3 , the kinematic path is a closed curve in one period, i.e., linkage moves continuously
without physical blockage;

4. when a ¼ � 2p
3 , there is one configuration that six links form two-layer overlapped close-loop when h1 = 0 or h1 = ±p. At

this configuration, both the fifth and forth singular values of the Jacobian matrix are equal to zero, which indicate the
decrease of the kinematic determinacy [9]. So it is a position with two degrees of bifurcation;

5. when �p < a < � 2p
3 and 2p

3 < a < p, the kinematic path is four open curve in one period, i.e., linkage moves with physical
blockage when one of six kinematic variable reach ±p;
Fig. 3. The kinematic path of h2 vs. h1 for different twist a. (a)–(c) in 2D; (d) in 3D.
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6. when a = ±p, the linkage will have six degrees of mobility because all six revolute joints have the same axis; and
7. linkages with twist a and �a have the same kinematic path, i.e., they are the same linkage with different setups of geo-

metric parameters.

The motion sequence of model with a = arccos(1/3), and a ¼ 3p
4 is shown in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively.

Case II:
h1 ¼ �h4; h2 ¼ �h5; and h3 ¼ �h6: ð26Þ
Substituting (26) into (12),(13),(14) and (16),(17),(18),(19),(20),(21), we have the solution for all nine equations are
h1 ¼ � arccos
cos a

1� cos a

� �
; ð27aÞ
or
h1 ¼ � arccos
�2� cos a
1� cos a

� �
; ð27bÞ
and
h2 ¼ �h1; h3 ¼ h1: ð28Þ
Considering (26) and (28), we have
h1 ¼ h3 ¼ h5; ð29aÞ
h2 ¼ h4 ¼ h6 ¼ �h1: ð29bÞ
So (27) and (29) are the closure equations for the six-link close-loop with the geometric condition (7). In fact, there are six
independent equations in (27) and (29). When the twist a is given, there are two or four fixed solutions for the kinematic
variables, hi(i = 1, 2, ... , 6). Therefore the close-loop is not a linkage but a structure. In the compatibility space, it is presented
by the individual point as shown in Fig. 6a.

There are also a number of characteristics of the structural closure, which can be found from the six equations (27) and
(29).

1. When � p
3 < a < p

3, there is no structural closure;
2. when a ¼ � p

3, hi = 0 (i = 1, 2, . . . , 6). This planar close-loop is a structure, which has infinitesimal mobility;
3. when � 2p

3 < a < � p
3 and p

3 < a < 2p
3 , only (27a) has two solutions. So there are only two structural closures. One example

is shown in Fig. 6(b) for a = arccos(1/3). They are in the same configuration, see Fig. 7;
Fig. 4. The motion sequence of model with a = arccos(1/3).

Fig. 5. The motion sequence of model with a ¼ 3p
4 .



Fig. 6. The kinematic path of h2 vs. h1 for different twist a for both linkage and structure. (a) in 3D (surface is the kinematic paths and thick lines are the
position of structural closure); (b) for a = arccos(1/3); (c) for a ¼ 3

4 p. (In (b) and (c), curves are the kinematic paths, and point is the positions of structural
closure.)

Fig. 7. The structural closure of a = arccos(1/3).
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4. when �p 6 a 6 � 2p
3 and 2p

3 6 a 6 p, both (27a) and (27b) have two solutions. So there are four structural closures. One
example is shown in Fig. 6c for a ¼ 3

4 p. Every two of them in the same configuration, see Fig. 8;
5. linkages with twist a and �a have the same structural closures due to the different setup of geometric parameters; and
6. (29) shows that the structural closures have threefold rotational symmetry and three symmetry planes. So it is threefold-

symmetric.



Fig. 8. The two structural closures of a ¼ 3
4 p.
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4. Conclusions and discussion

In this paper, the closure equation of the assembly of six identical links with zero length and same twist connected by six
identical revolute joints with same offset has been analysed with matrix method. Two closure forms have been found. One is
the special mobile line-symmetric octahedral case of Bricard linkage, while the other is a structure in one or two kinds of
closed loops. Both closure forms have been identified on the compatibility space by curves and points, respectively.

Stationary configurations of the linkage form have also been analysed. They are the configurations when any joint angle of
the linkage is in its maximum or minimum. When h1 is at its maximum or minimum, we have
dh1

dh2
¼ 0; ð30aÞ
and
dh1

dh3
¼ 0: ð30bÞ
Differentiating the closure equations (23)–(25), we can get that for a 2 p
3 ;

2p
3

� �
, the stationary configuration is at
Ch1 ¼
1
2

1þ 2Ca
1� Ca

�
ffiffiffi
3
p

Sa

 !
and Ch2 ¼ Ch3 ¼

ffiffiffi
3
p

Sa
� 1: ð31aÞ
And for a 2 � 2p
3 ;� p

3

� �
, the stationary configuration is at
Ch1 ¼
1
2

1þ 2Ca
1� Ca

þ
ffiffiffi
3
p

Sa

 !
and Ch2 ¼ Ch3 ¼ �

ffiffiffi
3
p

Sa
� 1; ð31bÞ
which is the same result given in [5].
In order to apply this special closed assembly into the field of reconfigurable mechanism, the transformation between the

special Bricard octahedral linkage and the structure closure shall be studied next. Currently, the two forms can only be trans-
ferred by opening the close-loop and reassembling after changing the kinematics variables. An automatic approach shall be
explored for feasible engineering applications.
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